ACROSS

1 Curie or Butterfly 40 Perfect snack for a cruciverbalist
7 Charge towards 41 This, that, and the other?
13 Civil rights org. 42 One who can’t resist playing with matches
18 Nintendo consoles 44 “May ___ now?”
22 Honest ___ 45 Sport for Lionel Messi
23 Spicy sauce 46 Modern-day Persia
24 Sweater material 48 Measurements on a geometry quiz, say
25 Egg ___ 51 Prefix with pod or dent
26 Not tricked by 52 Actress Meryl
27 First paper to publish a 136- 54 ___ of the Flies
    Across 56 Pizza box?
28 Snacking site 57 Events where discounts are applied
29 Lonely performances? 58 ___ to Joy
31 Fundraising event, perhaps 59 Kinda
34 “Makes no difference to me” 61 Targets of certain sprays
38 Bro 62 Return ticket?
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**DOWN**

1. Places to wipe your feet
2. Detest
3. Deadhead?
4. When a 55-down might take place
5. Musical bigwigs
6. *Charlotte’s Web* author’s monogram
7. Manta ___
8. Troupe for the troops
9. Leftover bit
10. Contrived
11. “What a cute puppy!”
12. Blow the whistle
13. Here/there connector
14. Quickly, in music
15. Robots
16. Venue for gladiators
17. Org. for drivers?
18. What the first 136-Acrosses were originally called
19. Make happen
20. Suffix with suburban or social
21. Achier
22. Found out
23. Toms
24. Assistants
25. Meaty cut
26. “You can’t stop me!”
27. Sinks the putt in the right number of strokes
28. Break bad?
29. Mosquito repellent
30. Gets rid of a creak, in a way
31. “___ by land ...”
32. Aggravate
33. River that flows from the alps to the Rhône
34. A sketch artist might sketch one
35. Earn enough points on a test
36. Western event
37. Like some decisions
38. Rene of *The Thomas Crown Affair*
39. Daydream
40. Activity for card collectors
41. Silver or gold
42. Seat on a hayride
43. Dose people, in Brooklyn
44. Lesson from Aesop
45. Stuck in the mud
46. Dog found in 93-Down
47. Homer Simpson’s outburst
48. Boy
49. Like a door that’s not closed
50. Minimum
51. Inventor of the very first 136-Across
52. Tiny
53. Treat from the freezer
54. Chief Justice in the Dred Scott case
55. Acct. figures
56. Successfully secure employment
57. Date with a Dr.
58. Home to the echidna
59. Trendy baby name that backwards, spells a safe place
60. One of six on a cube
61. “Goodness gracious!”
62. “... and to ___ good night!”
63. Secret passageway, perhaps
64. “Taxi” character Elaine
65. Filibuster
66. Pure
67. French 101 verb
68. “Goodness gracious!”
69. In a neat fashion
70. Bird feeder fill
71. Tel Aviv’s land
72. Stitch together
73. Bamboozled
74. Like a lob in tennis
75. Part of a quartet
76. Probe (into)
77. Exam for a future D.A.
78. Trailblaze
79. Premium cable channel
80. Cousins of monorails
81. Word for sharers
82. Explorer or Excursion
83. Stimpy’s cartoon pal
84. Redbox rental
85. Critter’s clutcher
86. It comes last in London

**ACROSS**

1. Sketch
2. It comes in bars and cakes, but you shouldn’t eat it
3. It precedes Febrezo
4. Secured, as shoes
5. Christie of mystery
6. African predator
7. Beach bits
8. Talk down to
9. Spice Girl who married 45-Across star David Beckham
10. Common time for dinner and a movie
11. Home of the Sounders
12. Premium cable channel, shortly
13. Excel at playing tag
14. Stick with a toothpick
15. 2010 spy thriller starring Angelina Jolie
16. Drinking problem?
17. Sphere
18. Anniversary amount
19. Like a door that’s not closed
20. ___ key
21. Food label abbr.
22. Main feature of an entertainment room, maybe
23. Tickle Me ___
24. Fashion
25. Younger brother of Macaulay and Kieran Culkin
26. University in Ontario
27. Like some thoughts
28. Wine bottle feature
29. Big name in fashion
30. Enduring pastime created by 82-Across
31. Possible nickname for Scrooge
32. Lucy of *Kill Bill*
33. It has the same vowel-consonant pattern as Maui
34. Lift up
35. Mendes of Hollywood
36. Major fruit company
37. Mythical hedonist
38. Cable channel
39. Married
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